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About me
Hi! I'm David Guerreiro, a web developer based in London. I'm
passionate about the web so I have moved to the UK in order to
improve my skills as a web developer.
As a professional web developer, I have always used the latest
standards to develop websites in a professional way. I have spent
most of my time working with PHP, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Javascript
(including libraries like jQuery) and sometimes with responsive design
as well. I'm also developing a videogame as a side project.
I write code using Sublime Text 2. I keep my task organized using
Redbooth and my code using git.

Skills
The language I have experience the most is PHP. Although, working
as a web developer, I have dealt with many more technologies like:
1. PHP: I have always developed dedicated CMS from the ground
up, using pure PHP. In addition, I have used well-known
libraries, like Prestashop and WordPress.
2. MySQL: I have developed robust databases schemes and ER
Models. For me, the design of the database is really important.
An application with a bad database scheme can't work properly.
I have strong knowledge about SQL language as well.
3. HTML5: I have been focused in write a SEO-friendly HTML,
using the latest standard of this language. Also I always keep
the content separated for the design.
4. CSS3: My CSS code is always well commented and tidy. I
worry about it being cross-browser and responsive.

5. Javascript: I have experience with core Javascript, but I have
mainly worked with JQuery. I know how to implement any kind
of plugin when I need one.
6. WordPress : I have a full understanding of all WordPress
procedures, with experience developing themes and plugins.
Also, I know how to implement any solution or fix any problem
in both front-end /admin panel.

Work Experience
October 2014 – August 2015

Web Developer – Backend developer
BaseCreative Studio 209 Business Design Centre London N1 DQH
Phone 0207 359 005

My first job in UK was in an agency called BaseCreative in Angel. I
have been working there for eight months as a backend developer.
My duties there included developing themes and plugins in both
WordPress and a dedicated CMS developed by the company.
Also I had to design robust DB solutions for data management and I
implemented Ajax in several web pages in order to improve the user
experience, always keeping a PHP solution behind.
I had the opportunity to work with a great professional team and this
experience has provided me with a great range of knowledge about
how to develop either from scratch or with CMS. Also I know which
technologies are the better to solve a specific problem, how many
hours are needed to finish either a project or task and so on.
August 2014 –September 2014

Web Developer – Freelance
I developed some full websites by my own working as a freelance. I
was working alone so I had to be in charge of the whole process, from
the meetings whit clients, designing to the final testing of the site.
All my sites were developed following my quality standards, including
responsive design, friendly user experience.

March 2014 – July 2014

Web Developer

PSP-Informática N-VI 24400 Ponferrada
Phone 987 42 69 66

As a web developer, I was working in a e-commerce project based in
some different e-commerce platforms like eBay and amazon. I was
the main programmer and I designed some HTML Templates in order
to make customizable ads. Following a professional way, I put into
practice my knowledge about HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript/Jquery.
In addition, I have developed the new website of the company. They
wanted a professional who could build a responsive website, so the
job fitted perfectly for me. If you want find out more about this site,
I recommend you to visit my portfolio.

Education
May 2015

Workshop about Web Performance and Responsive
Design – Web Performance London
I attend a whole day workshop in Brick Lane given by Web
Performance London and most specifically Guy Podjarny about how
to develop a whole responsive site being care about performance,
taking into consideration different ways to load the content on
mobile, desktop and so on.

August 2014

First Certificate in English – University of Cambridge
Reference Number: 148ES0390086

In order to improve and certify my English, I prepared myself to
pass the First Certificate in English exam.

September 2012 – June 2014

Senior Technician in Web Development/Apps
I.E.S Virgen de La Encina Calle General Gómez Núñez, 57, 24402
Ponferrada

I studied how to develop websites and web applications. Even
though I learned a lot, I decided to learn more about the latest
technologies, like responsive design, performance optimization and
more, in my spare time.

Aspirations
At the moment, I would like to work in a company which worries
about the way they deal with code and how they keep up-to-date.
Also I would like to spend my time working with high-end developers
who have more experience than me. I think that this is a good way
to both improve as a web developer and share new ideas and
methods about developing.
I would prefer to work in a small company that I can grow with
rather than a big one. There are better ways to communicate
between the workmates. I enjoy attending conferences about the
latest standards of technology.
Therefore, I aim to work with the best professionals here in London
in order to gain more experience. That's what I really want to do.

